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THE SPARROWS by Geoffrey Nutter
I. A Song
We awoke beside each other—  
two bulbs in the golden soil after rain—  
two small people, as in the grave—  
Everything to be prepared  
had been prepared for us:  
sunlight spread across the quarries of the Earth.  
It was New Year’s Day, but not for long.  
We heard a song once, long ago,  
that sang about living in two worlds,  
in one we were living in imaginary cities far apart,  
but in another we were everywhere at once. 
And it seems that song began  
at the end of day, and ended  
at the beginning of the next.  
That’s how we have known two worlds—  
and though once buried in the ground  
for an era like a lifetime  
we have changed as into nymphs  
of the very sea that live among the solitudes  
where their meaning and its plainness shine,  
then disappear. 
Like the bare golden earth in the sunlight after rain  
you are secretive, but you always come around
to telling me your secrets. 
 iv
II. An Invitation
Would you like to come with me 
across the garden where you rested
and past the alders where they nested, 




Away then, mariners. 
Away then, sparrows. 
Away then, sparrows. 
Away then, mariners.





weaves the small grasses
of the sea into her nest
Come away, fighter. 
Come away, mariner.
Pressed from the brilliantest of grapes,
you drank the wine.
Some of the flowers should stand up gracefully,
others lie at an angle.
The leaves should not be disorderly, and the stems
should not be stiff.
Would you like to be what you said you would be 
the time you made that promise?
Everyone go on doing what you’re doing—
 v
that will make us who we are--
I in you--
you in me--
Away then, sparrows, fly to the sea
Away then, children
Away then, mariners, fly to the sea
Away then, children. 
What will I turn into tomorrow?
 vi
ABSTRACT
The Sparrows is a 14-minute song cycle for tenor voice and chamber orchestra 
(2[1+picc].1.2[2+bcl].1 - 1.1.1.0 - 2perc - hp - 1.1.1.1.1) featuring original texts by American 
poet Geoffrey Nutter. Named for the unassuming brown birds that stand for the ubiquity and 
beauty of love, Nutter’s The Sparrows is a series of six lyrical poems containing symbols drawn 
from nature, rituals, plainness, and mythology. This setting of The Sparrows consists of two 
contrasting movements, selected from Nutter’s collection, that explore various angles of love 
through everyday observances of the world around us. Movement one, “A Song,” opens with 
heraldic flourishes illustrating the jubilance of new love demonstrated by the images of the sun 
and sky, birth, and earthiness from the text, further depicted musically by two interwoven 
textural palettes of bright brass with metal percussion and earthy strings with wooden percussion. 
The second setting, “An Invitation,” opens with a delicate and meditative texture overlaid by 
playful song-like gestures in the orchestra that develop and react to the tenor soloist throughout 
the course of the piece. This song ends with a with a swift, cleansing surge of sound at the close 
of the song, leaving the soloist to speak its final line, “What will I turn into tomorrow?” While 
interpretations of Nutter’s texts vary from listener to listener, I base my own settings of these 
texts’ metaphors such as the sea and its waves, past and present, companionship, and 
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